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7:lte Students of
7:eKas S011/ltem Universitg
Present
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J11 wltat distant deeps or skies
811r11t tlte fire i11 tlti11e eyes?
011 wltat wings dare lte aspire?
Witat tlte lta11d dare seize tlte fire?
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Wltat is rSU?
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We wlto ltave /Jee11 a part of lter
life don't reall!f know
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We /01111d a dopr open to
11s i11 tlte 11igltt. We walked
Ill . ..

and sltared lter ligltt.
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We ca11 sltow 11ou i11 tltis lipltt
some of tlte poses we struck . . .
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tlte attitudes ...
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a11d arpume11ts we sltared.

We ca11 u11veil
surrou11di11gs a11d
i11/lue11ces.
We migltt eve11
tell uou wltat
we'd like it to
111ea11.

Rut wltat it does 111ea11,
we ca1111ot sa11 ... at least 11ot 11et.

11

J/ 11ou are tlte ripltt t11pe, 11ou
let four 11ears walk past witltout ltavinp
to look at 11ourself.
Rut if 11ou rea/111 work at it,
11ou're rewarded b!f an acltinp, gnawing
doubt . .. and loneliness 111an11 times.

Vou lift 111!fOPic,
stud11-worn e11es to
peer obscurel11
tltrouplt a rainspattered glass.

12

And finally, puslted to lite
limit of your being, you reaclt out _
and make tlte daring leap of tlte ltuman
spirit, cltarting your life
in tlte ligltt of newly-discovered
trutlts.

A ligltt is seen, and
witlt new found
courage
you walk to meet its
goal.
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robert robinson, president; willie pryor, secretary ; and alvin mcilveen
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janice abbott
psychology

eli theodore anderson
biology

16

isabela lenora brown
spanish

beverly anderson
physical education

ellis charles ashely
photography

freddie chapel
elementary education

mae eveiyn coleman
psychology

gary mcarthur cooper
pharmacy

joseph willis cormier
biology

pauline ellis
home economics

patricia ann hall
sociology

richard douglas hall
economics

elizabeth d'andrea hatchett
psychology

shirley ann henderson
english

irma ruth harrison
clothing and textiles

sharon dianna heath
elementary education

delores marie henry
elementary education

17

delores henstex
elementary education

sydney lorraine holley
office administration

18

betty ann hunnicutt
history

faye evans jackson
elementary education

zelma lea johnson
physical education

priscilla ann jones
office administration

mardell jackson
home economics

willia gertrude james
music

helen ann kirby
elementary education

patricia zenobia lark
english

priscilla higgins
elementary education

dorothy lee howard
elementary education

deloris jolivet
elementary education

robert lee lathon
mathematics

albert lee lemons
elementary education

helen ruth lewis
physical education

shirley ann livingston
elementary education

dorothy wheatfall
physical education

earl kenneth long
physical education

andrew benedict malreaux
sociology

james marlin
history

camilla ann marshall
elementary education

melba delena mayo
l!eneral business

joan edwards mays
pharmacy

charlene banester metters
sociology

robert lee legington
industrial education

alton lewis miller
general business

jacquelyn jenn miller
sociology

19

alice vernell moore
elementary education

roslyn marie raymond

20 biology

shirley lavergne myles
elementary education

robert henry reeder
government

johnella elaine robinson
office administration

patsy ann robinson
elementary education

robert anthony robinson
general business

lillie mae rollins
home economics

brenda carole sapp
elementary education

john lewis tatum
general business

brenda petties taylor
elementary educati Jn

doris callaway taylor
elementary education

classie james terry
biology

norma jean ross
elementary education

ruby lee shepard
clothing and textiles

shirley ann thomas
physical education
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cleo mildred williams
psychology

22

heard wright
psychology

david Ii williams
industrial education

thomas wynn
psychology

lois dean williams
home economics education

sylvia ann woodard
english

maxine fay wilburn
office administration

isaac grover gadison
economics

dorothy mae worsham
history

genevieve gooden
elementary education

joseph alexander
pharmacy

erma bell
sociology

bobbie anderson

janie marie anderson
clothing and textiles

sandra louise brewster
sociology

carol ann brown
biology

Jena horne armstrong
sociology

glenna faye crayton
biology

jonas deverson
government

<loris knox falke
home economics education

waymon lea barrett
pharmacy

lenora davis

jimmy devereaux
electronics

gloria jheanne forte
french
23

james allen hall
physical education

zelma louise hall
sociology

I
janean roberta haydel
music education

joe henson, jr.
history

sarah Jillian johnson

24 elementary education

daniel eugene hordge
biology

johnny jones
art

priscilla jackson
french

george leslie kennard
art education

joseph jefferson
economics

hattie bell lamark
art education

anthony haynes
art

johnnie mae johnson
physical education

diana eugenia lewis
pharmacy

1

hythia long
economics

meredith larue melton
biology

harold emmett mcgowan
economics

leola ruth millard
biology

melvin wayne parker
physical education

patricia ann pennington
journalism

esteUa pierce
elementary education

melvin plummer
economics

robert arthur mclemore
sociology

betty moore

james martin
history

bertrand david myers
industrial education

delores medlock
history

ronald owens
pharmacy

25

ruby joyce porter
french

joseph robert
sociology

ida marie scott
pharmacy

william shankle
psychology

samuel shepherd
chemistry

isiah frederick simmons, jr.
pharmacy
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annie mae thompson
elementary education

charlene simmons
elementary education

rexie skinner
industrial education

kathryn ann thomas
art

cededa jose luis villalongo
physical education

jewel marie vinson
pharmacy

Joyce walker
economics

roxie ellen williams
mathematics

jerry wyatt
sociology

bennie doris washington
office administration

carolyn bell
music education

myrna Joy washington
music

lynell lockett
music

Jillie white
sociology

willie ruth gibson
elementary education

27
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charles stokes, treasurer; jane brisco, queen; willie earlie, president; barbara ann james,
secretary; and bobby jones, vice president.
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jesse lee abbott
patricia ann abram

barbara jean adkins
bennie marie adkins
bervick anderson

rose mary c. allen
william ray aldridge
rubye lee askew
catherine elaine balthazar
willie howard bailey

darryl michael bartlow
andrew blanks, jr.
carol joyce blunt
joan carolyn balding
donald leroy banner

charles edward branch
carolyn delores brantley
joyce marie breeler
johnny ray brewster
iris vernell larue broussard

carol brown
carolyn brown
william harrison brown
john wesley bryan
mary joyce bryan

ruth evelyn burkes
henry ella bussey
charles edward cade
bernard cage
claudette colbert camper

hattie pearl carter
arthur addison cash

millard chambers
rudolph cheeks
homer lewis clark

ouida lamural clayborne
eugene cobbin
james perkins collins
joe copeland
joe w: copeland

roy lee couch
barbara joyce crawford
mary criner
ida mae davis
ray lee davis, jr.

john david dawkins
ivory deal
effie sue denman
jacquelyn marie dickerson
sylvia deloris dooley

mattie loretta douglas
dalton durall, jr.
willie earlie
edgar william edmon
nina marie enette

edward earl erwin
william lord evans
carolyn joyce ferrell
charles rupert fowler
m. decuir francis

rosalyn elaine lenzy
maurice little

donald ray lofton
margaret ann Juckett
betty joyce lyons

bobbie jean mcclain
elizabeth mcclennon
beverly ann mcdonald
alvin mcewing, II
james mcginty

gordon mcmorris
anthony young majors
jane ann manning
marion elaine marshall
alice faye martin

sandra kay masters
eddie maxie
hetley curtis miller
janie marie miller
clifton ellis mitchell

patricia ann mobley
gloria dean moody
clara jean moody
patricia ann morris
esther ann moten

daisey moye
barbara jean myers
enetta laverne nelson
gwendolyn newman
jodie oliphant

carolyn jones osborne
albert lawrence patterson

jannette perkins
marie persons
willie david philio

george pierce
ella louise polk
mason dewey pruitt
sheikh fazlur rahman
sheila dwain randle

delois ann randolph
joseph adell randolph
rita faye rawls
jacqueline reese
gloria gill roberson

alton ray robinson
isabella .ann robinson
ralph robinson
lavada rolin
edward lee rose

etta mae ross
cecelia kae rucker
gary hugh rutherford
mercy beatrice sandling
johnny johnson seals

floyd alden seymour
sandra elaine shaw
sandra jones shepard
vivian shaw
annie sidney

mack clifton sims, jr.
beverly ann smith

franchesca arleese smith
joe donald smith
earl james sanders

james henry spearman
martin cordell spencer
roger spencer
martin stanley
sandra merle stein

william henry swanson
janice marie tarver
noralene taylor
robbie taylor
alline collett thomas

carolyn fay thomas
carolyn louise thomas
phyllis marie thomas
curtis harold traylor
thomas alexander turner,
III

madison garland tyler
ivory lee vance
katherine yvette vester
nolan joseph vital
donald ray walker

josie walker
lee earl walker
brenda joyce washington
constance webber
anna kathryn west

evelyn white
margie whitfield

barbara faye whiting
thomas whitter
odell wilkins, jr.

ginger sue wi~li~ms
josie marie w1l11ams
lawrence ray williams
ray everett williams
clifford eleazer wilson

kenneth michell wilson
otis windoskey
andrea woodard
joyce faye woodard
evelin faye woods

maxwell wright
tommy gamble
carol hempstead
delores randle

37
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michele parker, treasurer; brenda eikner, secretary; william glaze, president; and andrew bussey, student council representative.
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laverne mae abbs
cherry abrom
elizabeth ann adams

faye annette adams
annie mae alien
donn carlos alien
davis alien
daisy anthony
sylvia edmonia antoine

clynie armstrong
anita ashford
brenda bailey
doris marie bailey
jean evelyn baker
john scott barnes

mattie lee bell
madelene benoit
thorn best
kathryn bevel
evelyn blanton
carol jean boggess

keith bolding
thelma adele boniaby
lee daniel bradford
annette bradley
carolyn sue branch
willis branch

evelyn marie brent
carolyn jean britton
patricia ann browder
brenda joyce brown
carol elizabeth brown
esther mae brown

rose mary marie broussard
bishop ruben burroughs
james edward burroughs
brenda darlene burten
mary rose burton
andrew bussey, jr.

mercy deloris cabiness
frank carrier
jo anne carroll

lois ann carroll
jacquelyn valrie cato
frederic douglas cebrum
mary chester
maurice chevalier
marietta clark

james edward coe
sandra joyce colar
george kelly coleman
dianne therese collier
briann coney
linda kay cook

wardrisha dewarn cooper
marjorie dean coverson
bettie lois cox
ollie cunningham
joyce mame curry
william douglas daniels

vernetia anetta dansby
priscilla ann david
bernard davis
sharon elizabeth davis
surrey edward davis
alton donatto, jr.

beverly jean davenport
linda ray davis
johnnie helois daviss
patricia ann dixon
billie jean deice
irma jean dobbins

donna doyle
james freddie dugar
julia marie dyer
wesley elam
maruin dennis elliston
betty jo evans

brenda evans
gwendolyn lavern fields
willie delle fleming
ora lee flanagan
alvaio ray fleeks
ouida vivian flowers

delores marie ford
john foreman
gloria jean foster
malcome francis
melvin francis
marie kathryn friday

lafrand frison
jessie laverne fulbright
charles edward fuller
doris fuller
joe hebert gaskin
burnett clyde george

james laforest germany
j.d . gibson, jr.
geraldean giddings
deloris gilmore
eredean gilmore
george bernard gipson

brenda joyce graham
roosevelt granningham
jewel mae grays
roger gregory
alex morris grigsby
daisy ruth hall

stacey anita hall
john roy hancock
leesther marie harden
celestine harris
norma harris
rita joyce harris

george harold harrison
george hemphill
leroy henderson
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thomas willie hicks
sarah lee hill
eric charles hixson
joyce lynn hodge
bettye jo holley
carol marie hollins

clarence daniel holman
hattie mae hood
jacqueline kay hooper
gertrude hortaan
jean inez howard
johnita huntsberry

johnetta huntsberry
phyllis marie huntsberry
william henry huyh
brenda ikner
morrin irchirl
delores joyce ivory

john daniel jackson
laura ella jackson
Jonnie lee jackson
freddie george jacobs
jeanna ann james
curley jefferson

pearlie jefferson
carolyn ann johnson
cleo johnson
delois faye johnson
gloria elaine johnson
irene marie johnson

kenneth wayne johnson
minnie johnson
nancy rebecca johnson
naomi jean johnson
oletha lavorn johnson
randall jay johnson

rosalind ethel johnson
birdie marie jones
dennis jones

43

flora dianne jones
frederick oneal jones
hannah jones
ray dell jones
ella faye kegler
eroy keys

eileen king
cynthia kipkin
margaret ann kirby
jim kizzee
tommy knowles
carla lawson

gwendolyn joyce lee
herbert spencer lee
lionel lewis
shirley lewis
william lewis
cody thurman Jillie

chester logan
cornelius austin long
gail sue Iott
raye Iorraine Iott
marilyn gay lunnon
robert lajuan mccain

patricia ann mccardell
emma jean mccollum
bernadine mccoy
linda jean mcilveen
carolyn mckay
sylvia ann malveaux

lilla mae manning
willie carol marbley
helen martin
patricia ann martin
cynthia kay marshal]
willie arthur marshall

mildred delores martin
evelyn mass
jesse mathis

44

carolyn matson
karen matson
lionel clifford mayes
wilma melton
thelma jean meyers
eugene john myers

beverly renee miller
sandra jocellia mitchell
andera glenda moff ett
willie roy moore
marilyn ann morgan
linda Jou morning

kermit charles morrison
barbara ann moten
ollie beatrice moten
charles huntely nelson
eva nell neshouse
barbara ann newsome

milton nowlin
c.w. oliver, jr.
frederica denise paige
mearye alyce patton
james milton parrish
oliver thomas parson

clairetha deann patrick
johneborah perry
robert lee person
glynda faye peterson
dewey phillips
grace eva phillips

thelma jean pierson
william piggee
rose marie plummer
mary pat powers
shirley cathryn price
jacquelyn Jillie pruitt

jacqueline rand
ivory mae randall
gilda jean randle

dorothy ann randon
corliss ann reed
willie ridgway
duwain robinson
ezodal richardson
joyce ann richardson

lavern richardson
willie earl robinson
lavada alnetta rollin
cynthia roebuck
jo ann rose
carole gwendolyn rowe

thelma elizabeth rucker
johnny scott
barbara ann seals
lawrence reginald seals
leroy sears
serate hector

julia mae shavers
patricia ann shaw
audrey !arose shelby
mary patricia ann shelton
doris shepard
carol ann sherman

clifford roy shivers
barbara ann sidney
cynthia elaine sidney
juanita ann silas
charles simmons
kenneth ray simpson

Jarry dena sims
wayne slater
cheryl esther slesthenger
bennie lee smith
julia nadine smith
kenneth smith

lawrence davis
james spearman
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rahn avonne spears
vyckye louise spotser
harold stephens
nora Steptoe
sandra steiner
cassie story

marva jean sumlin
jimmie tarver
bertha lynne taylor
bettie marie taylor
marva louise taylor
david tealer

patricia ann teas
judy lynn terry
verna mae thomas
debra thompson
doris thompson
freddie louise timmons

johnetta tinker
selena titus
charlene todd
barbara ann tolbert
james tolbert, jr.
rosa elizabeth tucker

kathleen turner
robert donald tyler
billy ray vaughn
elva victoria
betty jean vincent
artisha mae wagner

carolyn annette wagner
delois walker
veola marie walker
william walker
john wesley walls
vann alien warren

gwendolyn joyce washington
brenda nell watts
esther jewell watts

47

rogers arthur westmoreland
anita white
delilah diane whitfield
carolyn jean williams
churchill donnail williams
gwendolyn joyce williams

marcia lajoyce williams
melda faye williams
bobbie jean white
pauletta ann williams
ruth estella wilkins
rebecca ann wilson

wylola wilson
doris winters
martine wright
karen joan wycliff
wylan ruth wycoff
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diana powell, president and artis todd, vice president
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alice louvenia adams

brenda joyce adams
james addison
eura mae alexander

lionel alexander
terence edward alexander
samuel ray alien

raymond ambrose
jo anna anderson
karen anderson
sandra elaine anderson
alma jean andrews
marjorie anglen

carolyn jean aubrey
martha ann auguillard
sheila arlene austin
jeareatha ann azora
barbara rochelle bagby
charles gene baker

ronald vevon bankett
muriel batiste
lydia bayne
jerry normen heckles
ernest bell
linda carol bell

bonnie binion
bobby charles blanchard
mcdaniel bluitt
tommy lee bogan
cynthia bosley
john bourgeois

mary ann boyd
sherry lynn bradley
joseph alex branch
lenora brantley
rosemary briscoe
john thomas braxton

dorothy modean brooks
beverly ann brown

willie floyd bowman
sue kathryn brown
wanda reese buhl

bernard byrd, III
sharon faye caesar
nancy ann cambelJ

Iouis charles carraway
marvin ray carraway
roseanor chachere
bennie edward charles
william earl charlton
eleanor cheeks

john earl chenevert
gerry ann choice
francis alvin churchwell
leslie joseph clark, III
charles earl crawford
patricia ann clayborne

chrisandra joan cockrell
sherell jean cockrell
james milton cole
pauline collette
linda ann collins
yvonne nanette collins

danny ray cook
vaughn eric cook
colleen cooper
gloria jean cooper
nena beth cooper
roosevelt cooper

sherida lyn coleman
winifred lee columbus
minnie alice cotton
barbara faye cottvell
carolyn covington
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lee criddle
dorothy marie dade
linda sue darden
alfreda marsh davenport
alfred darensburg, III
stella louise davidson

bennie murl davis
caine davis
charles bendy davis
gwendolyn elizabeth davis
gwendolyn louise davis
hortense duraell davis

ronald lewis davis
bettye marie dickerson
latrelle dixon
linda kay dem by
annie ray dennis
elaine jorita donatto

audry faye drummer
linda ione dugat
aubrey lee dunham
adley jerome ebow
ernest pau] ecung
frances rose edomonson

miriam ernestine edomonson
diana rae edwards
cornelius evans
vernes nell evans
lydia falls
victor eric ferrell

octavia earl flanagan
:-u by florence
clarence edward floyd
essie annette fluellen
andrea forbes carlos james foreman

leon foreman
mary ethel foreman
ellalace franklin
karine onita fulbright

jacquelyn ann fuller
bettye gant
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ellen jewel garner
ivory christopher garrett
sandra jeanette gautier
nancy mareca gay
linda hermeda gibson
audrey louise gill

edna lee gillis
joyce ann gilmore
saundra jean glass
dell joyce gradnigo
beverly ann green
fredrich lawrence green

mary jane green
patsy jean green
thomas jefferson green, jr.
victoria grogan
carolyn grover
elizabeth ann gregg

gloria ann hale
mattie Jou hall
nettie raye hamilton
hardy hanchett
mavella handon
joyce marie harris

brenda joyce harrison
william thomas haskins
patsy faye hatchett
versa leigh haynes
sterling melvin heath
earl henderson

janie henderson
karean lenora henderson
lreva joyce henderson
patricia henderson
henry arnold hicks
ruby charlene hicks

ida marie hickman
dorothy jean hightower
joe michael hilburn
harry hill

sylvia hillary
jerry earl hilliard
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cynthia marie hogan

margaret ann holt
clarence pennington horton
peggy ann hoskins

aritus houston
beverly ann huff
patricia huntsberry

thurman joseph hurst
beverly joyce hygh
brenda iglehart
patricia ann isabel
delores ivory
roland dexter ivy

doris jean jackson
dorothy lee jackson
eugene jackson
gwendolyn diana jackson
jeannie bell jackson
leslie jo jackson

christine elizabeth james
jeffree augusta james
mary evelyn james
albertine elizabeth jarvis
william charles jenkins
brenda laurette johnson

charlene johnson
charles ray johnson
diane elaine johnson
donald johnson
lauree johnson
lynda faye johnson

max phillip johnson, jr.
nancy carole johnson
nita jo johnson
patricia anne johnson
robert lee johnson, jr.

bernard edward jones

cleopatra tess jones
earlene jones
japheth dan jones

sherdian ann jones
paul bernard joseph
charles lee julks

ralph !eon kelley
howard earl kidd
rose renee killebrew
mirian laverne kincheon
evelyn kirby
gregory knight

joyce elaine koontz
johnny lee lane
linda faye lotson
robert lawrence
lawrence lee
lloyd aster lee

brenda louise lewis
calvin houston lewis
clyde lewis
harry dennis ligons, III
princess lister
kenneth wayne !owe

daniel ray lynch
j.w. mack
rosie martin
geraldine mathews
patricia ann matthews
Jillian ann mattox

hannah lucile mattox
bettye louise maxie
reginald earl mayes
eddie mcclinton, jr.
thomas mccollum
eula delane mcclyde

roy adolph mcdaniel
patricia amelia mcduff
beverly jean mcgee
helen juanita mckee
albert mckinney
robell lee mcmiller

dianne gene mcneil
earl arthur mcqueen
manuel meade
joyce marie metoyer
joyce raye miller
lionel james mills

patricia ann mitchell
bobby lonzell montgomery
mary alice moore
andrew russell moran
catherine morgan
elmer morgan

verton morris
yvonne morris
janet karen moseley
herman ray moten
kenneth ritchie motley
carolyn joyce munmon

georgia bell murphy
vachel maria narcisse
james nash
darlene vicole nelson
vinola Joyce nelson
david newton

marshall o'brien
hazel camille odem
terrance lee olive
joyce elaine owens
luester owens
richard owens

myra Jou pace
georgia yvonne paris
ivory joseph parker
john kenneth patton

calvin vincent payne
nadine leaver penix
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benjamin perkins
peggy lee perkins
jerry charles peters
Jarry vaughn pickens
maxine phillips
pietro antonio pitts

brenda joyce polk
alton joseph potier
beverly sue price
earl anthony pruitt
bennie lee quails
sandra jo randall

joe lynn randle
josenette annettee randolph
james earl ray
patricia ann redd
anna jewel reedy
ruth elaine rhea

catherin richard
clarence richard
carolyn sue richards
doris lee richards
mamie louise richardson
willie rivers, jr.

faye roberts
susan roberts
sandra marie roberson
leslie wayne robertson
carol robinson
jonathon michael robinson, II

sheila elaine robinson
sharron ruth rodgers
wilbert ross
mercedes russell
clifton sample, jr.
glenn carlos sanders

robert prince sanford
carrie lee scott
georgia rene scott
jeff scott, III

gerard brian seward
wilma frances sewell
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netris ann shanklin

jensie lee shanks
thelma shaw
vertis marie shaw

ronald sheppard
moore sherman, jr.
gregory lynn shivers

delphine simmons
dianne louise simmons
sarah simpson
renee sims
robert earl sims
diann singleton

brenda marie sistrunk
james smith
jay charles smith
robin vincent smith
ronnie smith
wanda doll smith

betty jean spiller
henry stanley
equilla lana stewart
louis kenneth stewart
wilbert richard stillwell
charles stoker, jr.

sharon vrone stokes
shirley sue straughter
carolyn ann sylvester
inez ruth tates
alma louise taylor
evelyn ruth taylor

henry earl taylor
judy taylor
niki von talley
reginald tarver
gilbert tee!
jeannette marie tennard

dorothy elizabeth terry

rubye lee terry
ivy fay theriot
virginia sue thibedeaux

barbara faye thomas
derrick elmo thomas
louis james thomas

willie alex thomas
helen joyce tillman
artist tee todd
lolita marie toles
bernadette marie tucker
elizabeth denine turner

roosevelt turner
david !yon waddy, jr.
annie mae walker
billy wayne walker
edwin tyrone walker
patricia ann walker

errol anthony wallace
Jarry dean washington
sharon ann washington
van douglas washington
shirley ann watkins
charles watson

edwin watts
shirley renee wells
frances pearl wheatfaU
charlene elaine white
robert cleophus white
ronald lee white

ruby lee white
algie frank whiting, jr.
Jarry leslie whittington
alvin louis williams
brenda marie williams
lawrence jams williams

cleopatra williams
bobby williams
frank alexander williams
jesse williams
linda marie williams
marvella williams

vivian marie wilkerson
michael wayne wilkins
tyrone william willis
robert wilson, jr.
william foster wingo
phyllis jean wooden

faye dell woodson
brenda louise woolage
john wooten
paula corienne wooten
mahalie jane yarbrough
kenneth wayne young

paulette irene young
saundra faye young
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theresa alien
art
joanna armstrong
foreign languages
m. jourdan atkinson
history and geography

billye bastiste
physical education
thelma bell
music
charles bennett
biology

jack bradley
music
Jillian bradley
mathematics
jay bright
economics

hunter brooks
history and geography
ramona brown
physical education
henry bullock
sociology and economics
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matthew cooper
psychology and guidance
janie cotton
clothing and textiles
j. clarence davis, sr.
elementary education

hortense dixon
home economics education
george domke
history and geography
alexander durley
mathematics

I

'

catherine lubbock evans
psychology and guidance
pearlie f ennell
chemistry
thomas freeman
psychology and guidance

vincent gaines
physical education
debabrata ghosh
biology
jesse gloster
economics

[ ·, . I

ruth harrison
music
martha henry
english
delores hunter
physical education

james jones
psychology and guidance
ernest kershaw
health and physical education
reginald lawson
english

albert lee III
mathematics
rolande e. leguillon
french
burnadine lewis
home economics

mabel Iott
psychology and guidance
minnie metters
english
j. marie mccleary
english
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rufus mcgee
biology
roy mcmullen
physics
amatha wynn mosley
foreign languages

charles nellons
music
corinne newell
mathematics
robinson parson
mathematics
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lucille perry
elementary education
james perry
econdary education
yvonne perry
biology

harold peterson
chemistry
frank peto
foreign language
mable pierson
english
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james race, jr.
biology
david rains
physical education
otto ramsey
foreign languages

calvin ree reese
history and geography
duvvury rao
physics
charles rhinehart
music

george robinson
government
jayne robinson
foods and nutrition
ruthabel rollins
music

john sapp, jr.
chemistry
ruth schmoll
music
alberta seaton
biology

j. reu ben sh eel er
history and geography
carroll sims
art
byron skipper
mathematics

ollington smith
english
joseph stenglein
history and geography
leroy sterling
foreign languages
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ruth stewart
music
majorie stuart
physical education
abram thompkins
history

peter thornton
psychology and guidance
campbell tolbert
music
i-mien tsiang
government

17

athene gerard watson
art
carolyn well's
psychology and guidance
john westberry
mathematics

eunice weston
english
james white
english
davey whitney
physical education

john wiley, jr.
mathematics
ray wilson
chemistry
chavus womack, jr.
chemistry

lloyd woods
chemistry

se1100~ 01 JJv1)US?:!(J8S
rodney evans
graphic arts
george goode
building technology
lewis lawton
graphic arts

alfred mims
building technology
robert prater
related subjects
b.a. turner
related subjects

80

james walker

.Q.

Sc/tool of Business
david abner, III
general business
sami abdella
general business
luzine bickham
general business

calvin cooke
accounting
harvey johnson
business education and office administration
verda johnson
business education and office administration

·ames jones
~eneral business
dayal singh _
general busmess
mary
torian
. and office administration
business
education

Sc/tool of Pharmacy
luz belardo
pharmaceutical chemistry
kantilal bhansali
pharmaceutical chemistry
edward eugere
pharmacy

ralph ferguson
pharmacy administration
joseph gathe
pharmacy
eugene hickman
pharmacy

seJtOO£ 01 £AW
melvin bergeron
law
earl earl
law
roberson king
law

mark mcdonald
law
kenneth tollett
law
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H. HADLEY HARTSHORN
Chairman, Interim Executive Committee
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences

EVERETT 0 . BELL
Member, Interim Executive Committee
Personnel Director

A . L. PALMER
Member, Interim Executive Committee
Fiscal Vice President

JOHN E. WESTBERRY
Registrar and Director of Admissions

HARVEY C. JOHNSON
Dean of Students

SPAESIO W. MOTHERSHED
University Librarian

MABEL S. LOTT
Associate Dean of Students

W. C. MC CLEARY
Director of Publications and Information

JJvSZ:JtUeZ:JOJvA£ :DJVJSJOJv
JAMES I. SHELTON
Superintendent, Physical Plant

MILTON WILSON
Dean, School of Business

KENNETH S. TOLLETT
Dean, School of Law

HENRY A. BULLOCK
Director, Graduate Research

EDWARD J. EUGERE
Dean, School of Pharmacy

B. A. TURNER
Dean, School of Industries

/(efigio11s Services

rev. john p. minter
presbyterian chaplain

sister m. consuela
coordinator, newman
association

father w. d. salisbury, s.s.j.
newman association chaplain

rev. robert e. felder
methodist chaplain

Administrative Services

bettye jean barron
admission office

bertha hunt
registrar's office

merdis veleta jefferson
visual ervices

magnolia henry
fiscal office

darlene alexander
director,
general office services

vicki peaks beize
school of business

janice narciese
publications

elva steward
director,
placement ervices

lucille boston
school of pharmacy

culberson oreva
registrar's office

shirley clark
placement service office

dorethe lavern dean
fiscal office

reva ross
fiscal office

barbara jean smith
chemistry department

john mae hall
recorder
registrar's office

95

£ibrar11 Services

-

SERIALS--elvinia ambres, margie lawton, barbara davis and anna jones.

PUBLIC SERVICE AREA- zelma gaines, ~ ala rockioo(!ly, jean marcedal, richard ding-chi vo, dorothy
briscoe, abue evans, mary page, elouise anderson and rose mary walker.

--

96

-----

TECHNICAL- front row: leah siddigi, <loris I. lane and nova fields. second row: vera batiste, clara mclead,
yvonne churchwell, alvin cage, v~ng, betty gibson arui faye crawford.

97

SECURITY POLICE-dr. hadley hartshorn, chairman, interim executive committee administers oath to wilbert t. adams, head, police and watchman, traffic control,
maintenance; mrs. melba ozenne, parking patrol woman, traffic control, maintenance; melvin green, security officer, maintenance; clarence mumphord, jr., security

98

officer, traffic control, maintenance; john stoot, security officer, maintenance;
george lockett, jr., security officer, traffic control, maintenance; milton leverier,
police and watchman, maintenance; and john a. white, security officer, maintenance.

Jloard of :Directors

from left to right: t. d. armstrong, george I. alien, dr. j. carroll chadwick, m. j. anderson, dr. r. d. douglas,
rev. marvin c. griffin, chairman and joseph a. scott, jr., secretary.

well stewart

ralph s. o'connor
vice chairman
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And wltat sltoulder, and wltat art,
&J11/d twist tke si11ews of tkv lteart?
And wlten tlt!f lteart began to beat,
Wltat dread ltand? and wltat dread feet?
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lootball

left to right, first row: shannon harvey, kenneth burroughs, wesley williams, rickey holden, ernest calloway, marion bates, james ford and
bobby holley . second row: andrew higgins, geary hancock, leonard davis,
elbert c rumb, alexander barlett, clifton williams, eugene hart, izell pinckney , clayton toombs, james bivins, and lionel hepburn. third row : lionel
turner, ernest holmes, alton pines, billy young, paul dural, julius adams,

willie coble, johnny millings, coger coverson, john mosley, joe hall,
charles blossom, ralph lee and david mays. fourth row: bobby ellison,
willie porter, ned streety, fred hill, lloyd mumphord , robert english,
nathaniel allen, leo hillyer, larry walker, mickey conway, andrew blanks
and h. k. foster.

left to right, standing: alfred bennefield , defensive coach; robert jackson, backfield coach ; james
clark, offensive line coach ; and ivory black, defensive coach ; kneeling: clifford paul, head coach.
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r.s.u.

110

14

re;v;v.

10
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r.s.u.
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20 ACeORlv 8

r_ S. U. IO <}l{A)f. 24
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Z: S. U.

9
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116

left to right, first row: michael powers, harold vines, harold hudgins,
robert henley, james hill, dexter walker and harbert hart. second row:

euless pettis, norris rhine, calvin martin, charles neal, joe kidd, jesse
thomas, robert yancey and sherman hogan .

davey whitney, coach
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~S.U.-96
P. V.-95
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r.s.U.-79
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left to right, first row: dale hughes, desmond henderson, robert wright,
frank knight, gresford evans, sidney belcher and james davis. second row:
gregory knight, waiter carter, ernest ecung, james fowlkes, Jeon stots,

122

Its

james tuggle, mindret, spencer and coach johnnie means. third row: paul
coffee, marcus roberts, roland devine and james burroughs.

r.s.u. -s,
SOU?:Jl8Rlv- 23

124

125

feb. 19-20
march 7
march 8-9
march 12
march 14-15
march 22-23
march 26
march 29-30
april 2
april 5-6
april 8
april 9
april 19-20
april 26-27

pan american college
pan american college
southern university
st. thomas
arkansas american college
jackson state college
st. thomas
paul quinn college
st. thomas
wiley college
prame view
prame view
9 (double header)
alcorn college
gram bling college

edinburg
houston
baton rouge, la.
houston
houston
houston
tsu-houston
waco
st. thomas-houston
marshall
houston
prairie view
houston
houston

Coaches alfred bennifield, alien astron and ivory black.

left to right, first row: roy jenkins, roland gordon, james walker, lendo
brookins, kenneth taylor and robert floyd. second row: odis ervin, larry
crowe, edwin smith, robert reed, earl long, otis windoskey, norman rauls

and bobby ellison. third row: rickey holden, robert taylor, bobby holley,
eugen hurt, ronney cook, hardeman, david newton, tony robinson, lee
lawrenc~, charles stoker, ralph kelly and earl thomas, manager.

I

starting nine, left to right, first row: james walker, lendo brookins, kenneth taylor, norman rauls and robert
floyd . second row: edwin smith, earl long, roy jenkins and otis windoskey.

bobby ellison, pitcher

james walker, (captain), catcher

127

edwin smith, pitcher and earl long, left fielder

--

lendon brookin, third baseman; james walker, catcher; robert floyd, first baseman; and kenneth taylor,
shortstop.
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kenneth taylor, shortstop

edwin smith, pitcher

ray jenkins, center fielder

roland gordon, pitcher

otis windo key, catcher and outfielder

earl long, left fielder

129,

left to right, first row: curtis irvin, william simples, george hunt, maurice
pittman, darryl bartlow, andrew blanks, john bourgeois and robert
walker. second row: hector, john tatman, george harrison, charles watson,

feb. 24
march 2
march 9
march 15-16
march 22-23
march 29-30
april 5-6
april 19-20
april 26-27
may 10-11
may 11
may 25
may 31-june 1

quintrangular meet
fort worth recreational
border olympics
relays
prairie view relays
texas relays
pelican relays
kansas relays
drake relays
swac meet
coliseum relays
california relays
naia championships

clyde duncan, ellinece clark, ken bourroughs, ken grooms, percy clark,
roy thomas and bishop burroughs, assistant coach.

houston
fort worth
laredo
houston
prairie view
austin
baton rouge, la.
lawrence, kan.
des moines, iowa
baton rouge, la.
los angeles, calif.
modesta, calif.
albuquerque, n. mex.

clifford paul, coach

130

robert walker, andrew blanks, robert green and clyde duncan

robert green, hurdler

131

freshmen 440 relay: bennie qua.les, kenneth
grooms, ellinece clark and edward james

ken burrough

clyde d uncan

132

darryl bartlow, 880-yard dash and two-mile relay

george harrison, mile and three-mile relay

george hunt, 880-yard dash and two-mile relay

133

john bourgeois, pole vaulter

curtis irving, discus thrower

maurice pittman, 440-yard dash and two-mile relay

andrew blanks, 100-yard dash and 220-yard
dash

william simples, hurdler

134

re;v;v1s

herbert provost, coach

gary rutherford and ray carrington

135

left to right: judy dyer, dorothy myles, patsy callender, norma harris, patricia atkinson and mercerdia jackson.

bruce carter, student coach

136

judy dyer, low hurdler and 440-880 relay.

merderdia jackson, 440-880 relay and 100-220
dash.

dorothy myles, 100-220 dash and 440-880 relay.

norma harris, 440 dash and 880 dash quarter.

patricia atkinson, 100-220 dash and 440-880
relay

patsy callender, high jumper, 440-dash and 440
relay

137
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Wltat tlte hammer? Wltat tlte cltain?
Jn wltat furnace was tlty brain?
Wltat tlte anvil? Wltat dread grasp?
i)are its deadly terrors clasp?

Jl8!(v4£:l)
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I

clockwise, linda davis, business manager; jewel grays, reporter;
and emmanuel nwunelli, editor-in-chief.

alvin mcewing, photographer and norma harris,
sports editor

left to right, lourene johnson, reporter; jewel grays, reporter; and jane manning, managing editor

140

left to right, jewel grays, linda davis, emmanuel nwunelli, norma harris, jane manning and lourene johnson.

141

A£PJIA KAPPA MU
dr. thomas f. freeman, heanette whitmore, silvia woodard and waiter fontenot.

PJIJ,COSOPJIV

e,eun

left to right, first row: tarry williams and jearetha azora. second row:
diane cellier, amrva tatum, varma mitchel, rita rawls, kenneth simpson,

phyllis williams and brenda iglehart. third row: dr. thomas f. freeman,
vernon hunt, emmanuel nwunelli and paul adams.

left to right, emmanuel nwunelli, rita rawls, dr. thomas f. freeman, marva tatum, varma mitchell and vernon
hunt.

143

eov1e e,cun
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rev. e.c. cornelius

advisor

sylvia terry
faye martin
barbara ceterell
paulene ellis
hattie carter
salema titus

president
secretary
assistant secretary
treasurer
chaplain
queen

JV8WMAJV ASSOeJA 7:JOJV

left to right, first row: brenda egby, pamela egby, rose alien, vernell
forbes, anita ashford and jane briscoe. second row: father w. d. salisbury,
s.s.j., chaplain; lynda jolivet, hattie lamark, carolyn brown and karen

wycliff. third row: richard wiltz, james jemison, nina enette, margo
guerra, angela doucette and sister m. consuela.
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.HJS?:O!(V
left to right, first row: octavia flanagan , winifred columbus, patnc1a
freeman and member unidentified. second row: marvin calloway, ray

e;:,un

carrington, tommy lee bogan, lee wilbur criddle, artis todd and dr.
thompkins, advisor

SPAJvJS.H C£11H
left to right, first row: laura geis, mary frances james, johnny jackson, cleo
williams and melba williams. second row: dr. mann, dr. otto ramsey, mrs.

maura draz, sam walker and member unidentified .

PSVfJ1O£OVV
left to right, first row: delphie simmon, sarah butler, !eon foreman, e.
bailey, charles williams, priscilla jackson, george pierce, evan preston,
elizabeth hatchet, may frances james, thomar williams and maxwell

ecun

wright. second row: john andrew, loretta douglas, charles curtis, geraldine martin.

A11<1ev4;v sru:D1es
left to right, first row: floyd prevost, nathel boles and waiter white. second row: maxwell wright, harold royal,
jacwue jones, ali k bakri, john indakwa, dorothy worsham and emmanuel nwunnelli.

vertJ<AJvS e,eu!l

soe10,cor;v e,cun
left to right, first row: sonia williams, jacqueline hooper and athena watson . second row: samuel wiley, patrica
morris, esther watts, linda windle and victor brown. third row: anthoney haynes, kenneth carter and edward
mills.
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s. w. 0. e.
left to right, first row: johnnie iglehart, michele parker, artisha wagner,
betty holley, brenda burton, ester brown, juanita silas, eva newhouse,
linda williams, mary burton, linda kellough, linda cook and brenda gra-
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ham . second row: carolyn williams, barbara moten, cheryl slesthenges,
brenda eikner, mary shelton , rahn spears, anita white, mearye patton and
emma mccollum.

eeoece 1!(oueo1s

151

£8S S80U!(S :DtRS

left to right, first row: fonda crawford and gloria williams. second row:
marion godine, jane manning, katerine vester, jo ellen henry, bobbie
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ammons, sandra hunter, sue brown, glynda peterson and andrea moffett.

6JS?:!(0JvS
left to right, first row: johnny brewster, member unidentified, john
mcbride, james garret, donald fleeky, and adel wilkins. econd row: j. d.
gipson, alfred wimberly, clifford wilwn, chester logan, bobby jones, mem-

ber unidentified, donald walker and clarence harper. in the tree, alvin
johnson and madison tyler.
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left to right, first row: alice faye martin, joyce woodard , mary agnes
mosley, ella louise polk, ver lee pettaway, dorothy laverne grace, doris

loui e jones and viola walker. second row: mrs. j. g. robinson, advisor and
donald lane.

left to right, first row : ernest mensah, dorothy roach, varma mitchell and
charles ward . second row: jose c. villalongo, hector serate, sheikh rahman,

errol wallace and emmanuel nwunelli .

£Aw sru:ve;vrs
6Jl88RC8A:D8RS
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PA/v-Jl8CC8/vJe
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left to right: hubert tremble, omega psi phi representative;
margarite conrad, sigma gamma rho representative;
thomas turner, kappa alpha psi representative; martha
marsh, zeta phi beta representative; elvis eaglin, alpha phi
alpha representative; joyce kirby bell, delta sigma theta
representative and secretary; Jarry alexander, kappa alpha
psi representative and president; dorothy wilson, alpha
kappa alpha representative; charles blair, phi beta sigma
representative; marianne young, alpha kappa alpha representative and treasurer; keffus falls, omega psi phi representative; georgia thomas, delta sigma theta representative; william high, phi beta sigma representative; robert
wallace, kappa alpha psi representative; and waiter fontenot, alpha phi alpha representative, and vice president

COUJvCJ,C
159

A£PJIA KAPPA A£PJIA
The Gamma Psi Chapter of Alpha Kappa Alpha
Sorority excelled in community service the past year:
donated toys to underprivileged children through the Alpha Kappa Alpha annual toy dance Christmas; distributed
Thanksgiving baskets; sponsored a skating contest with
the proceeds being donated to a home for the aged; and
held a scholarship party.
On the campus scene, sisters were listed in "Who's
Who Among American College Students", ~ctively par-
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ticipated in campus organizations, were queens for many
organizations; and Miss Dianna Lewis was "Miss Texas
Southern University" for 1967-68.
The chapter was founded in 1950 and its parent affiliate was founded in 1908 at Howard University, Washington, D.C., making it the oldest Negro greek-letter sorority
in the nation. The sorority's objectives are scholarship,
finer womanhood and service.

left to right, first row: mae coleman, sherry! avery, barbara myers, rose
plummer, brenda dizer, carla lawson, diana lewis, nettie smith, evelyn
cotton, and normell wallace. second row: delores medlock and mae jewel
lewis. third row: francis jordan, julia smith, charlene metters, joan arnold,
melba mayo, marianne young, lavada rollin and gloria gibbs.

barbara myers
frances jordan
mae coleman
rose plummer
daisy moye
julia smith
emma reid
carla lawson
beverly smith
mae lewis
normell wallace
gloria harrison

basileus
anti-basileus
grammateus
an ti-gramma teus
pecunicus grammateus
tamiochos
epistoleus
reporter to the ivy leaf
parliamentarian
dean of pledgees
assistant dean of pledgees
song leader
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With the motto "First of all, servant of all, we shall
transcend all," it has been an endeavor of the Delta Theta
Chapter of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity to make this axiomatic truth a living reality since its founding at Texas
Southern University in 1948. This chapter always holds as
its most influential attributes, manly deeds, scholarship
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and love for all mankind . As a result of these attributes,
Delta Theta has encouraged men to rise high; and to never
relinquish these attributes that contributed to its birth. An
example of this service to TSU was the one-year tenure of
brother Elvis Eaglin, president, Student Council for the
past academic year.

left to right, kneeling; j. charles and c. curtis. Standing: w. fontenot, a.
mcilveen, f. duffy, m. fowler, r. punch, j. winn, h. mccurtis, c. mcdowell,
e. hanks, e. eaglin, I. waddel and j. stephens.

j. charles
e. gordon
c. curtis
j. lawrence

president
secretary
financial secretary
dean of sphinxmen
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Voter registration ... Mother's March of Dimes ...
clothes donation to Good Will Industries ... visitation to
the aged and sick in hospitals ... conducted story hours
in Cuney Homes Housing Project: These were some of the
activities sponsored by Deta Gamma Chapter of Delta
Sigma Theta Sorority the past year.
Old but ever new was the observance of May Week,
Established in 1921 to emphasize the value of higher education for women, and this year the Deltas and the
Omegas conducted their respective Rush Party and
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Smoker jointly.
Again and for the fifth consecutive year the Deltas
were honored with the Scholastic Trophy.
International in membership, there are more than 40,000 across the nation, the Republic of Haiti and Liberia.
Presently activities center around the sorority's five public
service projects and scholarship grants. Delta's program
has included a National Vigilance Committe which was
established in 1927 to promote minority rights.

brenda douglas
daisy mckenzie
myra clift
willia james
carol brown
franchesca smith
brenda sapp
janean haydel
olivia dotson
ollie williams
carolyn paul
joyce k. bell
joyce k. bell
dorothy english
janean haydel (alternate)

pre ident
vice president
recording secretary
corresponding secretary
trea urer
chaplain
dean of pledgees
as i tant dean of pledgees
journalist
ergeant-at-arms
project committee chairman
ocial committee chairman
pan hellenic council repre entatives

left to right, sandra stein, georgia thompson, patricia govan,
dai y mckenzie, connie hercy, alice bell, cora masters, janean
haydel, irma harrison, ester sellers, joyce k. bell, myra clift,
geraldan giddings, brenda sapp, brenda douglas, willia james,
and shirley jones, center: bettie taylor, wilma addison and
mary criner.
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OMt(JA PS! P_HJ
Parked in McGregory Park, this fire truck symbolizes
Tau Epsilon Chapter as a "Flame of Life", equipped with
the need to uphold the principles by which the fraternity
was founded.
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity was established for the prime
purpose of enlightening young college men on campus
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throughout the country, to influence them to strive for
high ideals and encourage others to do likewise.
During the past year the chapter assisted young men at
the University of Houston to establish the first all-Negro
chapter of Omega Psi Phi on the campus of the integrated
state institution.

left to right, h. trimble, g. newhouse, k. falls, r. woods, b. lockett, r.
randolph, I. wells, m. taylor, a. majors, s. towns, a. haynes, r. kimble, r.
jones and m. hepherd .

keff us falls, jr.
bradford lockett
ronald jones
gary new house
ronnie kimble
robert eaglin
dalbert galloway
anthony haynes

basileus
vice-basileus
keeper or records
and seals
keeper of finance
dean of pledgees
chaplain
reporter to the oracle
keeper of peace
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SJVMA VAMMA KJIO
Sigma Gamma Rho Sorority holds a unique place in
the annals of higher education for Negroes in Houston,
having been locally founded at the defunct Houston College for Negroes-now Texas Southern University.
The motto is "Greater service, Greater Progress," and
its principle objective is to the development of youth.
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Historically, the sorority was organized by Mary Lou
Gardiner and two other school teachers at Indianapolis,
Indiana November 12, 1922. It became an incorporated
national collegiate sorority December 30, 1924; A charter
was granted to the Alpha Chapter, Butler University, Indianapolis.

left to right: charlene simmons, margarite conrad, anna
alien, dorothy worsham, maye frances ware, carolyn
bell.

carolyn bell
margarite conrad
anna allen
mae frances ware
dorothy worsham
charlene simmons
charlottv carrier

basileus
anti-basileus
grammateus
an ti-gramma teus
dean of pledge club
dean of probates
parliamentarian
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KAPPA A£PJfA PS!
Some fraternity brothers blow their tops about their
pre-eminence, but brothers of Beta Upsilon Chapter of
Kappa Alpha Psi serve the community and keep a stiff
upper lip. For instance, the chapter hosts a Thanksgiving
dinner at the fraternity house Sunday, November 19 for
their dates and climaxed the day by serving as ushers at
the presentation of the New Orleans Symphony Orchestra
in the university auditorium. The chapter climaxed the
national festive holiday weekend by distributing baskets to
needy families.
The new year also was a continuation of activities: A
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Valentine Day evening, honoring the chapter queen, was
held at the fraternity house, and the chapter adopted orphans from Hester House. Brothers presented the youngsters Christmas gifts and periodically hosted them to city
activities.
These activities fulfilled the purpose of the fraternity:
Strive to inspire its members to perform noble deeds and
gain positions of usefulness to all mankind .
The fraternity was founded by Elder W. Diggs and
nine other astute men at the University of Indiana January
5, 1911, and incorporated April 15, 1915.

left to right, front row: woodrow murry, eli anderson, robert wallace and willie earlie. second row: Jarry
alexander, dewey stevens, thomas turner, geroy carter, wesley spence, michael owens, kenneth baines.
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Zeta Phi Beta Sorority was founded at Howard University in 1920 for the purpose of
unifying women with similar aims and desires for serving mankind. The sorority emphasizes zeal, scholarship, sisterly love, and finer womanhood .
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left to right, claudette camper, barbara terry , martha marsh and myrtle alien
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Beta Delta is the Texas Southern University chapter
of Phi Beta Sigma fraternity, which was founded at Howard University in 1941. It was incorporated January 31,
1920. The fraternity adopted as its motto: Culture for service and service for humanity. Immediately the organization started to grow and spread rapidly throughout the
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United States and some foreign countries.
Brotherhood, service and scholarship are the principles
every Sigma man stands for and with the fine efforts of
members of Beta Delta Chapter the cause of Phi Beta
Sigma goes on.

)

f.<

left to right; william hygh , earnest calloway, mickey conway and charles blair.
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Wlten tlte stars tltrew down tlteir spears,
And watered lteaven witlt tlteir tears,
i)id lte smile ltis work to see?
i)id lte wlto mode tlte Camb make tltee?
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jane briscoe and diana lewis, miss t.s. u.

I
helen bolton, jane briscoe, diana lewis, miss t.s.u ;
helen lewis and stacey hall.
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!oyce Ricltardson
Atlt!etic Queen
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11e J!riscoe
ior etass Q11ee11

!faeretltia Ann Azora

Sigma Pi A/pita (:Debate) Queen

Cinda Jreene
Veterans etub Queen
187

Jda Z)avis
Pltarmac!f etub Queen
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?:ltelma Kueker
Jlome 8co110111ics Q11ee11

195

f1oa
A/pita Plti

sw~

811ely11 eottOH

A/pita Kappa A/pita Sororilll Sweetlteart

Patricia Mc:Du//11
~~....,6~11ier Jla/1 for Wo111e11
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7:ltere comes a time . . .

.•• for si11!1i1t!1,

searclti1t!1,

pra!liH!1
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liste11i11g,
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. . . for p11/sati1t{!,
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• . . I/CS,

even tltiukiug, . . .
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/Jut 111ostly-p11/sati1tg
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011e of life's pleasures is
sltari11g it witlt so111eo11e else
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We look down at fifes 111an11 problems.

We traveled tlte road, growing togetlter for four
years. And perltaps will travel anotlter ltundred
before we review tltis contact witlt our past.
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